## Applied Linguistics

### Fall 2017
- 510 Intro Computers in Appl Ling
- 511 Intro Linguistics Analysis
- 513 Language Assessment Practicum
- 525 Research & Tech 2nd Lang Pronunciation
- 623 Research Methods in AL
- 630 A Seminar in AL: Intelligibility
- 688 Practicum in Tech & Appl Ling

### Spring 2018
- 513 Language Assessment Practicum
- 514 Sociolinguistics
- 516 Methods Formal Ling Analysis
- 517X Corpus Linguistics
- 519 2nd Language Assessment
- 528 English for Specific Purposes
- 537 Corpus Approaches to Grammatical Analysis
- 626 Comp-Assisted Lang Testing
- 630 Sec S Practicum in Tech & Appl Ling

### Summer 2018
- TBD

*Note: Courses generally must enroll a minimum of 8 students in order to make.*

## Creative Writing

### Fall 2017
- 550 CW: Craft & Prof Practice
- 551 Master Workshop
- 554 Workshop: Nonfiction
- 557 Studies in CW: Where Social Justice & Env Justice Meet
- 559 Env Field Experience
- 555 Supervised Practicum Literary Editing

### Spring 2018
- 554 Workshop: Fiction
- 556 Workshop: Poetry
- 557 Studies in CW: Screan & Scripts
- 559 CW Teaching Internship
- 560 Env Field Experience
- 589 Supervised Practicum Literary Editing

### Summer 2018
- TBD

## Literature

### Fall 2017
- 532 American Lit to 1865: The Haunted Wilderness: American Gothic and the Natural World
- 533 Brit Lit to 1830: Seeing/Changing
- 534 Amer. Applied Shakespeare: Diagnosis/Performance and the Rhetorical Tradition
- 546 Issues in Study of Lit: Victorianism

### Spring 2018
- 531 Topics in Study of Lit: Science Fiction
- 536 Brit Lit 1830-Present
- 543 Study of Env Lit: The Literary Environmental Humanities Through Climate Change

### Summer 2018
- TBD

## RPC

### Fall 2017
- 500 Teaching Multimodal Comp
- 504 Teaching Adv Comm
- 506 Prof Comm Theory
- 548 History of Rhetorical Theory II: Bacon-Present (cross-listed with SP CM 548)
- 546 Visual Rhetoric in Prof Comm
- 587 Internship in Bus, Tech, & Prof Comm

### Spring 2018
- 501 Intro to Research in Rhet, Comp, & Prof Comm
- 587 Internship in Bus, Tech, & Prof Comm
- 602B Research Methods in Rhet, Comp, & Prof Comm: Quantitative Research
- 611 Sec A Seminar in Rhet Theory: Genre Theory and Embodied Cognition
- 611 Sec B Seminar in Rhet Theory: Survey of Organizational Communication
- 513 Teaching Fundamentals of Public Speaking

### Summer 2018
- TBD

*Note: Courses generally must enroll a minimum of 8 students in order to make.*